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Chitwan Jungle Safari is an exciting activity in holidays in Nepal Just drive 5 hours to visit Chitwan
for a jungle safari tour in Nepal. Chitwan National Park acknowledged as UNESCO Natural Heritage
Site is located in southern central Nepal offers the best jungle safari experience. Actually, it covers
932sq.km. To the southern side of the national park, it is expanded to the hills of the Siwalik range
(600m). While on the northern sector of the park lies in the floodplains of Reu, Narayani and Rapti
rivers; a flat section of grassland; and lakes. Here, you can have an exclusive experience of spotting
various floras and fauna safari on elephant back or via jeep or just walking on feet, taking pleasure
from the natural settings including deep woods and prosperous grasslands.

The major charm of Chitwan Jungle safari arranged by Nepal Kailash Trekking is getting a chance to
see the One-Horned Rhino and Royal Bengal Tigers. Similarly, you will find out lumbering elephants,
python, rhesus monkey, leopards, grey langur, wild cats, crocodile, deer, etc; vibrantly colored 450
birds of different species like Great Pied Hornbill, Peregrine falcon, Bengal Florican and several
more.  The  park  includes  subtropical  as  well  as  tropical  forests.  Sal  forests,  in  fact,  encircle
approximately 70 percent of the park. Leaves of Sal trees are used locally as dishes in festivals and
sacred offerings.

The type of weather in this area during the months from March to June, a temperature arises up to
43°C. While February and May will be the top game-viewing period in the year and the autumn
months are superb Himalayan. In addition, in winter, between December to January, Chitwan is
enjoyable warmed. Here, you may also enjoy a canoe trip on Rapti or Budhi Rapti rivers which are
the boundaries of the National Park. In addition, apart from experiencing adventurous jungle safari,
you will also get to see long-established Tharu dance in the evening as a refreshment at Chitwan's
resorts. It is executed by a collection of youthful men using the Tharu stick cultural program as well.

Trip Facts
Trip Duration: 06 days●

Detail Itinerary

Day 01: Arrival at Tribhuwan International  Airport (TIA), Kathmandu – Nepal
We, Nepal Kailash Trekking will pick you up and transferred to your Hotel, refresh, free day

Day 02: Kathmandu Sightseeing
After breakfast, our city tour guide takes you to Kathmandu sightseeing of World UNESCO heritage
sight -Swoyambhunath, Kathmandu Darbar square, Pashupatinath and Boudhanath then drive back
to Hotel.

Day 03: Drive to Chitwan  car
After breakfast, we take you to Chitwan by private car along the Prithivi Highway - scenic hilly
region as well as mountain views; it takes three to four hours. Culture program is in the same day in
the evening.

Day 04: Chitwan - your program is given below, in Chitwan:-



* Jungle walk 

* Elephant riding – jungle safari

* Cultural program

* Bird watching

* Village tour and Canoeing

Day 05: Drive back to Kathmandu
Take a breakfast then drive back to Kathmandu,  Along the same highway. Refreshment and free
time.

Day 06: Kathmandu
Free Day – relax – shopping

Day 07: Departure
We, Nepal Kailash Trekking representative come to your hotel and transfer to airport for yours
onwards destination. Program ends. 

 

Cost Includes

Tour Guide Salary / insurance / Accommodation●

Three times meals including Lunch, Dinner and breakfast during Chitwan (package)●

Four nights hotel accommodation in Kathmandu inclusive breakfast●

2 nights hotel accommodation in Chitwan with full board meals.●

Jungle Safari, Nature Walk, Bird watching, Cultural Program at Chitwan.●

All the entry fees as per itinerary ( Kathmandu sightseeing, National park fees)●

Company guarantees the rescue services; please hand over your insurance policy copy to us●

Cost Excludes

International Airfare●

Nepal Visa●

Meals in Kathmandu●

Client Travel Insurance●

Alcoholic beverages, Soft drinks like bottle mineral coca cola  and snack foods●

Tips to Staff●

Any other expenses which are not mentioned in the cost ●


